Both industries, machine makers and universities need our products to make practical process control applications easy to learn, create, monitor, analyse and improve.

We believe in simplicity, robustness and ease of use by your operators and engineers. Our software products are designed to be practical and effective and have an extraordinary high ROI.

Our products work with any DCS or PLC or PI system. Connectivity is provided through either Excel or OPC DA.

**PRODUCTS**

- **PITOPS** - Process Identification and PID and Advanced Process Control Simulation and Optimization
- **SIMCET** - PID Tuning Real-Time Simulator for Training and Certification
- **APROMON** - PID and Advanced Control Online Control Quality Monitoring Software (CLPM)
- **PIPROMASTER** - Computer Based Training of Practical Process Control designed for the Control Room
- **DATAIN** - Production and R&D data Fusion and Management
- **YASENSE** - Software Sensor Development, Run-time and Monitoring

“We were amazed to see how fast and easy the APROMON installation was. The user interface is really simple and can be learnt quickly.”
Louie Weeks, Engineer at ExxonMobil

“We researched various tools and chose PITOPS. We believe PITOPS is the easiest and fastest tool for control calculations and tuning.”
Sebastien Osta, Engineer at BP France

“The students love PITOPS and SIMCET. They helped us explain process control concepts better than ever before. And best of all, they are used in industry too.”
Professors at HCCS College
SERVICES TO ANALYSE AND IMPROVE YOUR PLANT PERFORMANCE

OUR SERVICE VISION

CREATE CUSTOMER VALUE
We take pride in making sure that our services generate much more value for our customers than they cost.

WALK THE TALK
We find it extremely important to be clear about what can be expected and to deliver on or above those expectations.

WE’RE IN IT FOR THE LONG RUN
We want to build long term relationships with our customers. If that means going an extra mile, we walk that mile with a smile.

SERVICES

• PROCESS CONTROL - Primary and Advanced Process Control Services to improve the production quality and efficiency
• SOFT SENSOR DEVELOPMENT – Development, Integration and Maintenance of Soft Sensors to improve production
• AUTOMATIC INSPECTION AND SORTING – Development of custom Vision, Measurement and Sorting solutions
• PRODUCTION ANALYTICS – Software and Services to analyse production data: root cause analysis, anomaly detection,…
• TRAINING SERVICES – Primary and Advanced Process Control Training Courses

Some of our customers:

info@yazzoom.com
www.yazzoom.com
Tel/fax +32 (0)53 39 77 10

PiTops, Aepromon, Simcet and PiProMaster are products of PiControl Solutions LLC
These products are distributed and serviced in EMEA by Yazzoom
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